
What to do when you overmatch an opponent? 
1. Recognize that you are in a mismatch  
2. Manage your pace of scoring 
3. Reduce your defensive pressure 
4. Be respectful of opponent and the game 

 
Background 
At some point in your coaching career, you are likely to coach a game against an overmatched 
opponent.  They may be missing key players, or having a bad day, or perhaps be in the wrong division.  
Whatever the cause, your team clearly and significantly overmatches them that day. 
 
FCYBL has two rules that apply to mismatches: 

1) VHSL Mercy rule allows for a running clock when the lead reaches 30 points, in the second half, 
should both coaches agree. 

2) FCYBL forbids winning by a margin of more than 40 points under the premise that it is poor 
sportsmanship and it does very little to develop player skills. FCYBL has adopted penalties to 
deter coaches: The first violation results in a one-game suspension for the head coach, the 
second results in a forfeit loss and a two-game suspension, and the third also results in a forfeit 
and a head coach suspension for the remainder of the season. 

 
Recognizing a Mismatch 
Over the years we often hear 40-point rule violators say things like, “I had no idea we were winning by 
so much”, “by the time I realized the gap, the other team couldn’t catch up”, and “we tried to let them 
back in, but they couldn’t make a basket”.  None of these is a valid excuse.  
 

• Before the game, use the FCYBL website to check your opponent’s record and scoring abilities. 
• As the head coach, work with your assistant coach and scorekeeper to monitor the game. 

Create your own plan – but if you are up 10 at the quarter, 20 at half time and use the same 
strategy in the second half – you can expect to win by 40. Don’t. 

• If our Officials point out that you are in jeopardy of breaking the 40-point rule – you may be too 
late. It is not their duty – but they may try to help you. Thank them.  

• Don’t ask your opponent if he minds you breaking the rule. They always agree - they are 
competitors. However, they are not rule makers. Their approval won’t eliminate the penalties. 

 
Manage your Pace of Scoring 
To win by more than 40, your team needs to score a lot. If you slow your scoring, you won’t have to 
worry about your opponent “catching-up”.  
 
Tips to reduce the rate at which your team scores 

1. Stop Scoring on Fast Breaks – Run your transition sets but pull out and set up your half-court 
offense. This is tip #1 for a reason. This is how you rapidly build a huge lead. Slow the game 
down. 

2. Run your B and C offense sets – practice the sets you have not yet mastered 
3. Improvise – teach a new set or play from a white board. This develops players basketball IQ. 
4. Flip the Bench – give your B team significant minutes, there will be games they won’t get ‘em 
5. Swap Roles – give the ball to your bigs and move your ball handlers into the blocks 
6. Stop Coaching – let the kids play – just keep them from defensive pressure and fast breaks. 



 
Reduce your Defensive Pressure 
Over the years we often hear 40-point rule violators claim that they stopped pressing early in the game, 
only to learn from officials that they pressed the entire game.  The opposing coaches rarely rat you out 
for this poor behavior – but the officials do.  If you are in a mismatch, pull off the dogs.  
 
Tips to reduce Defensive pressure on opponents 

1. Stop pressing in the full court and ¾ court 
2. Stop traps and double teams in the half court 
3. Play man-to-man defense 
4. Do not play a zone defense, weaker teams are unlikely to shoot you out of it 

 
Be Respectful of your Opponent and the Game 
FCYBL does not encourage any actions that make a travesty of the game.  

1. Do not “let” your opponent score. 
2. Do not “miss” your shots purposefully. 
3. Do not make unforced turnovers to give your opponent possession of the ball. 
4. Do not “let” your opponent clean the boards. Do box-out and compete for the ball. 
5. Do not ask your players to make 5 or 7 or 10 passes before shooting – and certainly do not count 

them down.  This form of “keep away” will slow the pace of scoring, yes.  But it is demeaning to 
opponents. Just run your offenses in the half court. No need play “keep away”. 

 


